### 2019 ID Rounds

**JULY**
- **4** NO ROUNDS
- **11** Faculty Meeting (Patty Mayseent) Canceled
- **18** VAMC Case Conference
  - **ID Fellow Case Presentation** (3:30-4:15): Samuel Penziner
  - **ID Pharmacy Research Presentation** (4:15-5:00): MRSA nares Screening as an Antimicrobial Stewardship Tool Faiza Morado
- **25** AVRC Case Conference
  - **ID Fellow Case Presentation** (3:30-4:15): Michael Tang
  - Cases from San Diego Public Health (4:15-5:00): Susannah Graves

**AUG**
- **1** VAMC Case Conference
  - **ID Fellow Case Presentation** (3:30-4:15): Claudia Sanchez
  - **Journal Club** (4:15-5:00): Tom Martin
- **8** AVRC- Hillcrest Case Conference
  - **ID Fellow Case Presentation** (3:30-4:15): Sydney Ramirez
  - Navy ID Fellow Case Presentation (4:15-5:00): Piotr Wisniewski
- **15** VAMC Case Conference
  - **ID Fellow Case Presentation** (3:30-4:15): Jocelyn Keehner
  - **Journal Club** (4:15-5:00): Stephen Rawlings
- **22** AVRC- Hillcrest Case Conference:
  - **ID Fellow Case Presentation** (3:30-4:15): Elliot Welford
  - Clinical Research Tool: Slicer Dicer Jason Votaw
- **29** NO ROUNDS

**SEP**
- **5** VAMC Case Conference
  - **ID Fellow Case Presentation** (3:30-4:15): Sydney Ramirez
  - **Research Talk** (4:15-5:00): Eliah Aronoff-Spencer
- **12** AVRC- Hillcrest Case Conference
  - **Navy ID Fellow Case Presentation** (4:15-5:00): Daniel Krauth
  - **Journal Club** (4:15-5:00): Thaidra Gaufin
  - VAMC Case Conference (Leichtag Room 107)
  - (4:00-5:00) Mitchell Memorial Lecture: Richard Wyatt
  - HIV vaccine-elicited antibodies directed to multiple sites of Env vulnerability mediate broad neutralization
- **19** Pediatric ID Conference at Rady’s (4:30-6:30)
  - Pediatric ID Fellow Case: Nanda Ramchandar, 2nd Year fellow
  - Adult ID Fellow Case: Claudia Sanchez

**OCT**
- **3** NO ROUNDS – ID WEEK Washington D.C.
- **10** AVRC- Hillcrest Case Conference
  - **Navy ID Fellow Case Presentation** (3:30-4:15): Piotr Wisniewski
  - **Research Mentor Panel** (4:15-5:00): Gabe Wagner,
2nd Person Aaron Carlin

17 VAMC Case Conference:
  GPH Seminar (3:30-4:15): Dan Werb
  ID Fellow Case Presentation (4:15-5:00): Elliot Welford

24 VAMC Case Conference (3:30-4:30): CFAR Seminar (Roger Bedimo)

31 NO ROUNDS – Faculty Meeting??

NOV 7 VAMC Case Conference
  ID Fellow Case Presentation (3:30-4:00): Jocelyn Keehner
  Guest Speaker: Tarik Benmarhnia, “Climate Change and Infectious Diseases”

14 AVRC- Hillcrest Case Conference (4:00-5:00pm)
  Navy ID Fellow Case Presentation (3:30-4:15): Daniel Krauth
  Journal Club (4:15-5:00): Minji Kang

21 VAMC Case Conference
  GPH Seminar (3:30-4:15): Speaker TBD
  ID Fellow Case Presentation (4:15-5:00): Claudia Sanchez

28 NO ROUNDS – Thanksgiving

DEC 5 VAMC Case Conference
  ID Fellow Case Presentation (3:30-4:15): Jocelyn Keehner
  ID Senior Fellow Research Presentation (4:15-5:00): Stephen Rawlings

12 AVRC- Hillcrest Case Conference
  Navy ID Fellow Case Presentation (3:30-4:15): Alfred Smith
  Journal Club (4:15-5:00): Sam Penziner

19 NO ROUNDS – Winter Break

26 NO ROUNDS – Winter Break

2020 ID Rounds

JAN 2 NO ROUNDS

9 AVRC- Hillcrest Case Conference
  Navy ID Fellow Case Presentation (3:30-4:15): Daniel Krauth
  ID Senior Fellow Research Presentation (4:15-5:00): Katya Prakash

16 VAMC Case Conference
  GPH Seminar (3:30-4:15): Martin Hoenigl, MD
  Research Talk (4:15-5:00pm): George Liu, MD, PhD

23 Pediatric ID Conference at AVRC (4:30-6:30)
  Pediatric ID Fellow Case
  Adult ID Fellow Case: Claudia Sanchez

30 NO ROUNDS - Faculty Meeting

FEB 6 VAMC Case Conference
  ID Fellow Case Presentation (3:30-4:15): Jocelyn Keehner
  Journal Club (4:15-5:00): Tom Martin

13 AVRC- Hillcrest Case Conference
  ID Fellow Case Presentation (3:30-4:15): Elliot Welford
  Navy ID Fellow Case Presentation (4:15-5:00): Christina Jamros

20 VAMC Case Conference
  GPH Seminar (3:30-4:15): Heather Pines
**ID Fellow Case Presentation** (4:15-5:00): Claudia Sanchez  
AVRC- Hillcrest Case Conference:  
**ID Fellow Case Presentation** (3:30-4:15): Sydney Ramirez  
**Research Mentor Panel** (4:15-5:00): Francesca Torriani, Susan Little, Maile Karris  

**MAR**  
5  
VAMC Case Conference  
**ID Fellow Case Presentation** (3:30-4:15): Jocelyn Keehner  
**Research Mentor Panel** (4:15-5:00): Martin Hoenigl, Aleem Siddiqui  
12  
AVRC- Hillcrest Case Conference:  
**ID Fellow Case Presentation** (3:30-4:15): Claudia Sanchez  
Navy ID Fellow Case Presentation (4:15-5:00): Daniel Krauth  
19  
VAMC Case Conference  
**GPH Seminar (3:30-4:15):** Laramie Smith  
**ID Fellow Case Presentation** (4:15-5:00): Sydney Ramirez  
**Journal Club** (4:15-5:00): Katya Prakash  

**APR**  
2  
VAMC Case Conference  
**ID Fellow Case Presentation** (3:30-4:15): Jocelyn Keehner  
**Something or Research Mentor Panel** (4:15-5:00): Stephen Rawlings  
9  
AVRC- Hillcrest Case Conference:  
**ID Fellow Case Presentation** (3:30-4:15): Claudia Sanchez  
Navy ID Fellow Case Presentation (4:15-5:00): Piotr Wisniewski  
16  
VAMC Case Conference  
**GPH Seminar (3:30-4:15):**  
**ID Fellow Case Presentation** (4:15-5:00): Elliot Welford  
**ID Fellow Case Presentation** (3:30-4:15): Sydney Ramirez  
**ID Senior Fellow Research Presentation** (4:15-5:00): Tom Martin  
30  
NO ROUNDS – FACULTY MEETING  

**MAY**  
7  
VAMC Case Conference  
**ID Fellow Case Presentation** (3:30-4:15): Claudia Sanchez  
**ID Senior Fellow Research Presentation** (4:15-5:00): Minji Kang  
14  
AVRC- Hillcrest Case Conference:  
**ID Fellow Case Presentation** (3:30-4:15): Elliot Welford  
Navy ID Fellow Case Presentation (4:15-5:00): Alfred Smith  
21  
VAMC Case Conference  
**GPH Seminar (3:30-4:15):**  
**ID Fellow Case Presentation** (4:15-5:00): Jocelyn Keehner  
**ID Fellow Case Presentation** (3:30-4:15): Sydney Ramirez  
**M&M** (4:15-5:00): Randy Taplitz  

**JUN**  
4  
VAMC Case Conference  
**ID Fellow Case Presentation** (3:30-4:15): Claudia Sanchez  
**Journal Club** (4:15-5:00): Michael Tang
AVRC- Hillcrest Case Conference:
ID Fellow Case Presentation (3:30-4:15): Elliot Welford
Navy ID Fellow Case Presentation (4:15-5:00): Piotr Wisniewski

VAMC Case Conference
Something (3:30-4:15):
ID Fellow Case Presentation (4:15-5:00): Sydney Ramirez

AVRC- Hillcrest ID Jeopardy – All fellows

JUL 16
ID Fellow Case Presentation (4:15-5:00): Sydney Ramirez